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Art & Science 2018-2020 in Venice

• AMVA4NewPhysics and INSIGHTS both sponsored the 2018-2020 edition of this initiative (with up to 3k Euro for us, 1.5k Euro for INSIGHTS; in the end the expenses have been smaller)

• A previous edition saw 4 high schools participating to the event in Venice, with 33 artworks exposed at the Casinò di Venezia during EPS 2017

• The 2nd classified work in 2017 won the 2nd national prize

• In total, 4 students from Venice area went to CERN for a week of visits
Event at Sala Perla, July 2017
The new edition

• 11 cities involved
• In Venice, sponsorship allows organization of exhibit at the Museum of Natural History, nov 9 to 24, and prizes and gadgets to winners / participants
• 6 schools involved, 12 seminars by Dorigo and G.Bianchi (prof. of Contemporary Art in Padova) in Jan-Feb 2019
• 26 groups of 78 students produced artworks, exposed at the museum (exposition prolonged to Dec 1 due to weather conditions)
• Winning team got e-readers plus gadgets; other teams powerbanks plus gadgets
• 7 teams will have their artwork sent to Naples for the final exhibit in May, and concur to national prizes (trip to CERN)
More pics
Summing up

• 6 high schools, 12 classes involved, 280 students
• 12 seminars on particle physics and art and science
• 78 participants to art composition contest
• 7 finalist groups
• 90 participants to inauguration of exhibit
• With the sponsorships we paid for:
  – 1200 euro for museum space, music, drinks, inauguration event
  – approx 1200 euro for prizes (80 power banks, 3 e-readers)
  – 900 flyers
  – 2 totems
  – personnel travel for installation / disassembly (not done yet)
• Went on local newspapers, bulletins of university, infn etc
Budget

• See xslx table